SPECIAL FEATURE

2018 INNOVATION AWARDS

WELDING EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

Forney Industries, Inc.
New Epoxy Weld Machines – 140 FCx, 140 MP, and 100 ST models – are designed to be more efficient and produce a higher output, yet are portable and easy to use for DIYers, auto enthusiasts, metalworkers, and hobbyists. The units use a standard 120-volt power source.

The Lincoln Electric Co.
The new VIKING 3350 Series Born To Weld helmet includes one-of-a-kind artwork featuring military camouflage with welding references to create an overall effect that resonates with the hard-working nature of the welding business.

Hobart Welding Products
The Auto Arc Toolmate 100 operates with standard 115-volt current. With the addition of a roll of flux-cored welding wire, the welder is ready to weld without shielding gas, making it suitable for farm & home applications, light fabrication, and light maintenance and repair.

KNEEPADS

Tommyco Kneepads Inc.
D30 Dual Density Flat Terrain Kneepads and D30 Anti-Slip Flat Terrain Kneepads combine smart materials from D30 with innovative designs and patented pressure-dispursing covers for enhanced protection and comfort.

Big Time Products, LLC
AWP HP Non-Marving Rubber-Cap Kneepads feature a low-slip cap that provides natural movement, as the cap is similar to the shape of the knee. An ergonomic, hinge design moves the strap away from the back of the knee for comfort.

Custom LeatherCraft Mfg. LLC
Gel Stabil-Cap Articulated Kneepads have injection-molded polyurethane and gel technology that give its Contour-Fit Knee Cups comfort and support. Articulated straps allow kneepads to float over the knees when standing, requiring fewer strap adjustments.

DESIGNED AND ENGINIEERED
IN FORT COLLINS, COLORADO

EASY WELD

NEW BREAKTHROUGH PERFORMANCE
BREAKTHROUGH PRICING

- High efficiency improves duty cycle and output
- Advanced electronics create easy setup for 1st time users
- Lightweight and portable
- Smooth arc characteristics produce better welds and cuts
- Rugged metal cabinet design
- Runs off standard garage power of 120 volts

Give your welding category new life with Forney Easy Weld. Visit forneyind.com, contact your local Forney representative, or call us at 800-521-6038.

FORNEYEASYWELD.COM
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